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ABSTRACT
In this paper. we propose a hybrid morphology processing
units architecture for real-time video segmentation systems. It
contains two parts: a gray-level part and a binary part. A p'artialresult-reuse technique is applied to reduce the hardware cost of
gray-level part. For the target of high throughput and flexibility,
the binary part is implemented with a programmable PE array.
Simulation shows the proposed hardware architecture is efficient
in both hardware complexity and memory organization.

1. INTRODUCTION

,

Real-time video segmentation, which can generate shape information of video objects in real-time, is an essential preprocessing part of real-time MPEG-4 content-based coding systems [ I ].
We have proposed an efficient algorithm based on change detection
with background registration and shadow cancellation techniques.
which can give very good segmentation results and resist the influence of shadow and light change [2]. The computational intensity
of this algorithm is much lower than other algorithms [3][4][5].
Besides, the proposed algorithm can be further optimized with bitparallel and MMX techniques. It can process 25 QCIF frames per
second with Pentium 111450 MHz processor when shadow cancellation mode is turned off [6]. However, if the frame size becomes
large or the shadow cancellation mode is turned on, the required
computation power will become too high to be afforded by general
processors. Therefore, hardware implementation of video segmentation is urgently needed for real-time applications.
Mathematical morphology[7][8], which is based on set theory, is widely used for video segmentation algorithms, including
the proposed one. The morphological operations are regular and
very suitable for hardware implementation. For that reason, if our
algorithm can be fully mapped to morphological operations, the
hardware implementation will be much easier. Many hardware
morphological architectures are proposed[9][10][ 1 I], but they can
be further optimized.
In this paper, a hybrid morphology processing units architecture for video segmentation systems is proposed, which includes
both gray-level part and binary morphological part. The gray-level
part cancel shadow effect and generate change detection mask with
background registration technique, and the binary morphological
part is used for noise region elimination and boundary smoothing.
In gray-level part, hardware cost is reduced via partial-result-reuse

technique. In binary part. a programmable PE array is used to provide both high throughput and flexibility.
In Section 2 . the video segmentation algorithm is first introduced. The detail architecture is shown i n Section 3. Section 4
shows the implementation of this architecture and the comparison
with other architectures. Finally. Section 5 gives the conclusion.

2. VIDEO SEGMENTATION ALGORITHM
The proposed moving object segmentation alsorithm includes
two modes: a baseline mode is designed for general situations.
and a shadow cancellation mode is designed for \,ideo sequences
influenced by shadow and light change. The How chart of this
algorithm is shown in Fig. I 121.
In baseline mode, the algorithm has five steps: background
registration. change detection. noise region elimination. temporal filter. and post-processing filters. First, the current frame and
the previous frame are loaded to perform background registration.
which registers reliable hackground information into background
buffer. The reliable background consists of pixels which are not
parts of moving ob.jects for consecutive f i h frames. After background registration, the current frame, previous frame. and background frame are loaded to generate a rough change detection
mask CDMi. If the background exists. the difference of current
frame and background is thresholded to form change detection
mask. Otherwise. the difference of current frame and previous
frame is used. Next, noise region elimination. which consists of
connected component and region filtering. are applied to eliminate small noise regions. Connected component operation[-/] labels each connected region a special label and records its area. and
then regions with small area will be taken as noise and eliminated.
Finally. morphological opening and closing operations are applied
to smooth the boundary of segmentation results.
In shadow cancellation mode, morphological gradient filter is
first applied to depress the influence of light change 'and shadow.
An extra erosion operation is added in post-processing filters to
eliminate the edge-thickening effect of gradient filter. Some segmentation results are shown in Fig. 2 .
Operation analysis shows it needs about 700 MOPS to perform
a simple morphological operation. such as dilation. in real-time
with a RISC. However, lots of complex morphological operations
are needed in our algorithm to segment each frame. Consequently,
hardware implementation for video segmentation is necessary.
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Figure 3: Block diagram of video se,gnentation system.

Figure 1: Flow chart of proposed video segmentation algorithm.

Figure 4: An example of Partial-Result-Reuse.

Figure 2: Segnlentation results of proposed algorithm for sequence (a)Akivo: (b)Wenth-;(c)Hn//; (d)Frnrik: (e)Shnryi.

3. HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE
First. all operations of our segmentation algorithm are mapped
to morphological operations. which are easier for hardware implementation. Both gray-level and binary morphological operations
are needed in our algorithm. They are dramatically different: the
word-length of gray-level morphological operations is S-bits so
byte processing units are needed: o n the other hand. binary morphological operations need only bit-level operations and can be
implemented with logic gates. Therefore, it is more efficient to
separate the system into gray-level part and binary part.
The block diagram of this system is shown in Fig. 3. The grayleiael part contains two units: GRA is morphological gradient filter. nnd CDMBG is change detection and background registration
unit. Thg binary part includes three units: P rogrmiriinDlc Bir7nr-y
M o r 7 d i o / 0 3 ~PE A r ~ c r jtakes
)
charge of all kinds of binary morphological operations. Co/irro/ is the control unit of the PE 'array, 'and
Birinry Flnnir Bufcr is used to store partial results of the PE array
when dealing with complicate binary morphological operations.
The detail of this system is presented in following two subsections.
3.1. Grap-level p a r t
There are two units included in the gray-level part: GRA and
CDMBG. The operation of morphological gradient filter GRA can
be shown as following equations[S]:
Let / be the image, B be the structuring element (SE), and GRA
be the output of gradient filter.

GRd = I @ B - I 8 E:

(1)

where

I @ B ( s ,y) = mas{I(x - i, y - j)l(x,y) E I , ( i , j ) E B},
I B ( I . y ) = miii{I(r i, y j ) l ( z ,U ) E 1, ( i , j ) E B},
where B, and 8 are dilation and erosion respectively. If the SE is
3x3 as shown in Fig. 4(a), the dilation result of point ( r ,c ) is the

+ +

maximum of the nine points in Fig. 4(b), which needs eight comparators to get the result. We found that if the partial results during
computation are kept and reused, the required comparators can be
further reduced. The concept is shown as following equations:
If the the nine pixels are divide into five groups as shown in
Fig. 4(c). Let a 4 z J = I ( i + ' j j + '), B j J = ' ( i l j +
c t ~ j =
I ( i - 1 , j + 1 ) . D 2 , j = max{I(i - l , j ) ,I ( i , j ) ,I ( i l,j)},
E,,J = niax{I(i - 1 , j - l ) , I ( i , j- l ) , l ( i 1 , j - l)}, and
Fz,j = m a x { ~ ~ j , ~ , B ~ , ~ , C ~ , ~ } .

+

+

I @ B ( r , c ) = ma{&,,, B,,,,C,,,,D7.,c,
= max{A,,,, B).,,,C,,', F v , c - ~D,.,c-l}
,
(2)
Equation (2) implies that only I(. - 1,c l), I ( r ,c l), and
I ( r l , c 1) are required for computation, and the value of
D,.,c and E , , can be reused from the former partial results FT,C--I
and D , , c - - l respectively. Besides, if the input signal is in raster
scan, an extra delay line in needed. The Partial-Result-Reuse architecture for morphological gradient filter is shown in Fig. 5. Two
serial delay lines, whose length is equal to the frame width W , is
required, and they can be implemented with registers or memory.
On the right side of Fig. 5 , the upper part is dilation unit, and the
lower part is erosion unit. The corresponding nodes of Equation
( 2 ) are marked in the dilation unit of the figure. Note that two
registers are needed to store the partial results for each unit. MAX
outputs the maximum of its two inputs, MIN outputs the minimum,
and MAXMIN outputs the maximum and minimum simultaneously
with only one comparator. Note that it may cause some errors at
boundaries of the image; however, it won't influence final results
since these errors will be eliminated in the binary part.
The CDMBG can be implemented directly as shown in Fig. 6.
P is previous frame. C i s current frame, B is registered background,
BI is background indicator. which indicates if the background exists. SI is stationary index, which records how many consecutive
frames each pixel is not in moving objects up to now, DIFF TI7
is the frame difference and thresholding unit, and Decisiori Logic
decides if the current input pixel is part of reliable background. If
it is, it will be written into background, or the background will be
unchanged.

+

+

+

+

3.2. Binary part
The output of CDMBG is the initial segmentation mask, which
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Figure 7: Noise region elimination implemented with morphological operations.
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Figure 5: Architecture of morphology gradient filter.
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Figure 8: Programmable PE 'way architecture for binary morphological processing.
Figure 6: Change detection and background registration unit.

hardware-consuming and not flexible enough. A Programmable
PE Array architecture is proposed as shown in Fig. 8.Each PE can
perform one of the three functions: 3x3 dilation, 3x3 erosion. and
3x3 conditional erosion. The hardware of each PE can be further
reduced by means of the duality property[7]:
(A 3 B)'= -4' g, B
(5)
For large size SE. the chain rule is applied as shown below:
- 4 @ ( B @ C=) ( A 4 @ B ) @ c
(6)
It means cascading two 3x3 dilation is equivalent to 5x5 dilation.
Consequently. if the PE array contains 12 PES. it can perform 3"
different functions. If the length of the array is not enough, folding technique is applied; therefore, an extra feedback loop with a
frame buffer is added in the system. Note that. unlike gradient filter. the errors at boundaries will be propagated in this array. Hence,
extra circuits are used to avoid errors in boundary conditions.

is binary data ,and can be manipulated with binary processing units.
The binary part of the segmentation system contains two functions:
noise region elimination and post-processing. In the proposed algorithm. the post-processing is a set of morphological operations.
and the noise region eliniination is based on connected component
[7],which is very hard for hardware implementation, Therefore. it
should be mapped to morphological operations first.
We found that the white color noise (salt noise) in CDMi is
usually small in size. as shown in Fig. 7(a). and can be simply
eliminated with morphological opening operation. However, the
black color noise is usually too large to be eliminated with closing
operation without degrading the precision of object boundaries.
Conditional morphological operations[8] can preserve the shape
information, and the combination of dilation and conditional erosion (geodesic erosion) can be used for black noise region elimination, which is a kind of reconstruction filter. The procedure can
be shown as following equation:
(3)
( ( ( I g, B,?)
as3;
I ) . . . B ~I );

4. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
The proposed architecture was implemented and verified with
Verilog HDL.The results are shown in following two subsections.

e

P
I

where B,, is nxn structuring element. and BS is 3x3 structuring
element. The conditional erosion is

seB;l-=(SaB)uI-

4.1. Gray-level part

(4)

Note the binary dilation and erosion are simply gray-level dilation
and erosion with MAX and MIN replaced by OR and AND. The
frame size of example sequence F r d i is 320x240. If we choose
t z = 15 and I = 50. the result of Equation (3) is shown in Fig.
7(b). After opening operation. the result is shown in Fig. 7(c).
which is very similar to the effect of connected component and
region filtering. Note that t i is proportional to object size and I is
related to the shape of object and the frame width.
The post-processing procedure contains an erosion operation
to eliminate edge-thickening effect of gradient filter and a closeopen operation to smooth the object boundary.
For high speed and high throughput requirements, PE array
architecture is suitable for these operations. However. these operations have to be done one after another. and the parameters, such
as 72 and I . depend on sequences and are changed in different situations. Therefore, implementation with simple PE array is very

A Partial-Result-Reuse architecture is used to implenient graylevel morphological gradient operation. The hardware cost of this
architecture and other two architectures[ IO][ I 13 for gray-level gradient filter is shown in Table 1. The proposed architecture has only
half hardware cost. It is quite hardware-cost-effective.
If the filter is implemented with RISC or DSP. for CIF sequences, it will require at least two frame memories. which needs
about 1.6Mb, to store the partial results. where proposed architecture needs only 5.6kb as shown in Table 3. Besides. the amount
of memory access if implemented with RISC is 438Mb per second
where it is only Z4Mb per second in this architecture. Therefore.
the proposed architecture is also memory-effective.
The hardware cost of gay-level part is listed in Table 3.

4.2. Binary part
The gate count of each PE is 41.7 without memory. If 7x7 dilation is considered, 3 PES are cascaded in the PE 'may. Note that
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Table 3: Result of hardware implementation.

Table 1: Comparison between proposed gay-level morphology
architecture and other's architecture.
Architecture
K.I. Diamantaras[ IO]'
M.H. Sheul111"
- This work
(Partial-Result-Reuse
architecture)

Comparator
count"
16
IO

Register
number
6
16

Estimated
gate count"
I I68

7

4

599

Table 2: Comparison between proposed binary morphology architecture and other's architecture when 7x7 dilation is considered.
Gate
count"

K.I. Diamantaras[ 101 384
E.N. Malanias[9]
5075'
This work
(Programmable PE 177.2
arrav with 3 PES)

Required
cycles per
frame"
101376
SO688

PEST-

15 14

"two-input comparator
~Jconiparator:49gates.
8-bits register:Wgates
"Parallel version. I PE
"Ignore the adderdsubtractors

Architecture

Unit
Gate count Internal memory size
98 I .98
563%
GRA
CDMBG
254.23
Ob
Binary morphology
PE &ay c2i
932.4
14784b
Total
2168.61
204 1611

Number of different configuration
I
4

time video segmentation systems is proposed in this paper. The
proposed video segmentation algorithm is fully mapped to morphological operations. which are very suitable for hardware implementation. The whole system is implemented with both graylevel niorphology processing unit and binary morphology processing unit. Compared with existing architectures for mathemntical
morphology. the proposed architectures is very efficient in both
hardware cost and memory organization.
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